Seven faculty have been robbed! Can you determine who they are?

1. __________ + ___ = __________
2. __________ + ___ = __________
3. __________ + ___ = __________
4. __________ + ___ = __________
5. __________ + ___ = __________
6. __________ + ___ = __________
7. __________ + ___ = __________

The **initials of the keywords** will tell you the passphrase:

“___  ___  ___  ___  ____  ____  ____  ____  ____”

3  5  3  6  1  6  4  2  3

And the **items that were stolen** will tell you where to go to claim your prize:

3  7  5  2  2  1  4  2  6  6  7  7